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NEWSLETTER
A Message from
Jim…
As special as owning
an airplane is there is
no doubt about how
demanding it can be
keeping it properly
maintained
and
outfitted with the
latest avionics and
equipment. I recently
Jim Gandee –
took
the
ADS-B
President FAPA plunge by installing a
Garmin
345
transponder, which provides for both in and
out traffic and weather. All pretty cool star
wars stuff but after the install there comes
some definite study time to be comfortable
with all of the new buttons prior to flight.

Message from the President of FAPA,
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Pie in the Sky…………………….Pg 8

looking at an additional $1,500 in tax bucks!!
Yikes, a guy could buy a few gallons of
AVGAS for that!
I’ll let you all in on a little secret, the State of
Oregon charges NO sales tax! Yes, you heard
me right, NO sales tax in Oregon. And guess
what? There just happens to be a huge Garmin
(and other) avionics dealer located at Aurora
airport (UAO) which is about 25NM south of
PDX. That’s right, a place called Pacific Coast
Avionics (PCA), I’ll bet you’ve seen their ads in
many of the aviation trade journals and if you
price shop you know they are very
competitive!

While it’s easy to decide to make a panel
change or addition, what’s often times a
challenge is where to have it done. Many of us
tend to look for the closest shop because it’s
convenient but convenience isn’t the whole
story. Other very important factors include
price, down time, shop reputation and don’t
forget about Uncle Sam”s cut, the sales tax! Ha
you say, I’ll have to pay the same sales tax
anywhere so what the heck. However, that’s
not altogether true. Take a quick look at just
the immediate surrounding Counties taxes and
you will see that in Los Angeles County you’ll
pay 9.5%, Orange it’s almost a full 2% less at
7.75% and over in Ventura County whatever
you buy will cost a half a percent less at 7.25%.
Now, that may not sound like a lot of
difference, and it might not be a factor for
some, but considering the fact that avionics
aren’t cheap, if you purchase $15,000 dollars
worth of magic black boxes you could be

Welcome our New Members!
April

Steve Urban
June

Tim Rose
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I know many of you might be struggling with
the logistics required to fly your plane to
basically Portland, get from UAO to the big
(PDX) airport, buy a R/T ticket to SNA (or
wherever) then get home. Yeah, there are a few
hoops to jump through but how often do you
get to fly the long way length of our beautiful
state? When’s the last time you saw Yosemite
or Mount Shasta from the air? When’s the last
time you ate at Peter Chu’s Skyroom restaurant
at the Redding airport (RDD)? (It’s really good
by the way) After you cross the Northern Ca.
mountains and slide past Medford you’ll be
treated to a beautiful view of the lush and
green Willamette Valley of central Oregon! Oh
and guess what? The dough saved on sales tax
will more than make up the cost of the flight,
well gas anyway.
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Because I had a place to stay I opted to remain
in the Portland area while my 1977 T210M got
a minor panel overhaul that included a PS
Engineering 450B audio panel, a Garmin G5
electronic attitude indicator and the very
popular Garmin 345 ADS-B compliant
transponder. I checked in with Dewey Conroy,
Vice President of Pacific Coast Avionics,
(1.800.353.0370) and he got his friendly crew
started. One really cool bonus, Dewey knew I
was a hands on guy so I was able to work right
along side the techs as they begun to dig into
the panel and dissect the spider web of wires.
It’s always so darn interesting to learn what
makes the electrons do their magic and this
lesson was no exception. Plus I took this
opportunity to chase down unmarked inline
fuses and label them.

So that’s what I recently did. It was about 4:45
total flight time up to UAO with a fuel stop at a
little non towered airport in Colusa (O08)
where the self service fuel was $4.30 a gallon
and the people were really friendly! What a
neat little airport perfectly located right dab in
the middle of farming country, the kind of
farms that require crop dusting, and that’s
Colusa airport’s claim to fame. Lots of old,
sturdy, dirty white biplanes with big radials to
drag them and their full hoppers up and down
furrowed rows.

During down times and on weekends I took
advantage of seeing the local sights. Many of
you might be familiar with Vans Aircraft, the
largest supplier of amateur built aircraft in the
world. Their multi-structure factory is located
on the south end of the Aurora airport,
walking distance from PCA, so I spent one
afternoon taking the tour.
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Another scenic area to explore is the mighty
Columbia River, the floating homes, the
multitude of boats, docks, and marinas. A guy
could spend days exploring Hayden Island,
and that’s exactly what I did!
After flight checking the installed avionics with
two of the PCA techs aboard to verify all was
well, I pointed the nose southward towards
Bishop, Ca. and climbed to 15,000’. I finally
saw the sun about Redding and from there it
was VFR all the way to Yosemite. Descending
past the Mammoth Ski Area and finally
squeaking the tires at BIH after a 3 plus 45
scenic flight I uploaded more $4.30 fuel! After
a delicious filet mignon steak dinner at my
sisters’ house in Crowley Lake (she and her
husband own The Mogul Steak House in
Mammoth) and a great night’s sleep it was as
easy 1 plus 30 last leg flight home to FUL.

WOW! Did you know you can purchase
prefabricated wings, tail assemblies and the
fuselage and still qualify for the 51% rule that
allows the builder to do all the work on the
aircraft as well as perform annual inspections!
I was very surprised to learn that due to the
accuracy of CNC machines darn near all of the
rivet holes in the aircraft will precisely align.
All you have to do is squeeze the rivets! On
Sunday I made my way over to McMinnville
where I visited the Evergreen Aviation and
Space Museum.

The moral of my elongated story is Pacific
Coast Avionics does great work at a very
competitive price. The dollars you save in
sales taxes alone will pay for your trip and
maybe then some!
As a side note Dewey
Conroy is scheduled to be FAPA’s guest
speaker at our September meeting. If you’ve
been wondering about a panel upgrade or are
looking for recommendations on specific
avionics he’ll provide you with expert advice
and suggestions.
About two months prior to my panel work I
had Brian Gerdes of Gerdes Aviation Services
(714.525.7545)
perform
the
required
Pitot/Static Transponder test on my plane.
How can you ask for more convenience as
Brian comes right to your own hangar or tie
down! Brian did a great job and he was able to
pinpoint a very small leak in my back up
altimeter. My plane is required to have a
second, baro altimeter, because the primary
one is electric but that’s another story.
Anyway he recommended I take that altimeter
to Aircraft Precision Instruments in Corona
(951.340.1045) and that’s where I met two great

All the years the Spruce Goose was right here
in Long Beach I never visited but I finally got
to see it and what a machine! Plan to spend
the day there or you might miss the SR-71, the
Gemini rocket capsule or various engines,
helicopters, rockets, drones, Lears, and on and
on.
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guys! Roger Leiserovich, the President who
handed me off to Philip Gomez, VP of
Operations who walked me through the
resealing of my altimeter. It is always so
interesting to see how instruments actually
work and get maintenance tips from the pros
who repair these relatively fragile items daily.
I’m especially grateful to Philip who spent
extra time explaining the workings of the
altimeter and sharing the testing process too.
In just an hour or so I walked out of their
facility, altimeter in hand, ready to re-install.
Same day service! Can you imagine that in this
day and age? Thanks again Aircraft Precision
Instruments and Brian Gerdes for outstanding
service!!
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To start with, the United States Pilot
Association hosted the trip. They are a group
of a little over a thousand pilots, based mostly
in the Midwest, with members from coast to
coast and beyond. While their primary purpose
is airport advocacy, several times a year they
gather at some mostly central location for some
tours, seminars, and meals and fun. (See
sidebar on the USPA)
Once we’d completed the obligatory check in
and security validation, we were escorted over
to the Civil Aerospace Medical Institute, or
CAMI. This is the site of a great deal of intense
and interesting research laboratories covering
wide ranging subject matter. Our first stop was
the toxicology lab, which conducts forensic
analysis of tissue samples of accident pilots to
determine presence of any sort of drugs,
alcohol, or other substances that might
possibly have contributed to an accident. The
most common substance found in tissue
samples
from
accident
pilots
is
diphenhydramine, also known as Benedryl.
This is an over the counter, but disqualifying
medication, so if you find that you need it, you
shouldn’t be flying while you’re taking it.

Fly Safe, Fly Often!
Jim Gandee
President
You can reach Jim Gandee at fyrflyer@ca.rr.com
or (562)587-9939

A Visit to the
FAA…

It should be noted that the lab does not
determine whether any substances present
were causative or even contributory to an
accident; just to objectively figure out what
was or was not onboard the pilot’s system at
the time of the accident. They mostly analyze
pilots, but on occasion they may get involved
with railroad, shipping or pipeline personnel if
requested by the NTSB, and sometimes even
pilots of foreign aircraft accidents.

I suspect that most
pilots think of the FAA
in terms of its ATC
function. Another large
portion thinks of them
as The Police, ready to
Mike Jesch,VP
grab you and prosecute
FAPA. ATP, Master
you to the fullest extent
CFI-ASME-IA
of the law for the most
minor of infractions.
Truth be told, the FAA is a lot of things to a lot
of people, and Oklahoma City, OK, is ground
zero for a lot of the most interesting projects in
aerospace. I had the opportunity to visit the
Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center recently,
site of some of this incredible research, testing,
and training programs, and wanted to share a
bit of it with you.

We then met one of the board-certified
toxicology analysts who operates the
machines, including various types of culturing
equipment, LCMS, GCMS, and other gear, and
how they treat the de-identified samples to
detect the presence of thousands of different
substances that they may be interested in.
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Our next stop was with a research doctor who
works with a team that is researching methods
of detecting the presence of RNA molecules
(note: not just DNA) in cells that may indicate
the level of fatigue, carbon monoxide, and
many other conditions. This is truly cuttingedge research, which may in the future be able
to contribute to analysis of these adverse
human performance issues in accident pilots.
DNA is present in every human cell, but the
proteins guided by RNA are only present as it
is switched on by the cell to deal with the
conditions in which the cell exists. In the case
of fatigue for example, if they can identify the
presence of these RNA molecules, that would
indicate that the pilot was experiencing fatigue
at the time. It’s hard to ask a deceased pilot if
he was exhausted when he hit the ground, but
the individual cells can one day tell the story.
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facilities, in which they can introduce various
scenarios and observe how journeyman
controllers respond. One recent investigation
tried to determine what makes a good
controller: they took some controllers who had
been identified by their facilities as “good
controllers”, and put them through a battery of
tests. They then gave those tests to some newhire controllers and are watching to see if the
new hires perform as well as experienced
“good” controllers who got similar scores on
those tests.
In the Biodynamics lab, technicians do a
tremendous amount of work investigating the
stresses placed on bodies during sudden Gforce maneuvers. Think: Crash Test Dummies.
New technology is always being placed into
these CTDs, and crashed into sudden stops
and monitored several dozen ways from
Sunday, in an effort to increase the
survivability of crashes. One current research
project has to do with seats that are placed at
an angle, as many of the first class seats are on
the latest generation of widebody international
aircraft. Most of past research has been
centered on seats that face forward, so they’re
watching for ways to better protect us if we’re
sitting a little off kilter. One video we saw had
to do with sideways seats. I don’t recommend
those. Your neck simply won’t survive a 10G
deceleration when you’re sitting sideways.

We visited a very high tech airliner cabin
simulator, where a team is researching
behavior and best practices in getting
passengers out of a damaged aircraft. This is a
very modern tool, which is configurable in a
number of different ways, with controllable
monitors in the windows that they can use to
change the view outside, demonstrate various
lighting and/or smoke conditions inside the
cabin, even reconfigure the width and height of
the simulator to represent different aircraft
types. They can raise the simulator off the
ground to simulate various aircraft heights
above the ground, and even a pitched down
situation like, say, with a nose gear collapse.
They are trying to figure out better ways to
brief passengers on the correct use of oxygen
masks, and other safety features, to improve
the chances of survival.

Some of our group had signed up for a slightly
different tour. The FAA has a (free) education
program dealing with hypoxia. They had
spent the morning in an intensive training
program all about hypoxia and were about to
enter the PROTE (Permanent – or Portable for
the one they travel around the country in –
Reduced Oxygen Training Equipment).
Basically, rather than a hypobaric chamber that
reduces the pressure inside a large, heavy, and
expensive metal box, they pump a smaller
room full of nitrogen, down to the partial
pressure O2 equivalent of about 28,000 feet.
The subjects had a pulse oximeter and a test

We got to visit a couple different Human
Factors labs that are working with the pilot
response to different types of aircraft
instrumentation displays, and a host of other
issues. And we can’t leave Air Traffic
Controllers out of this; one room had simple
simulators for Center, Approach, and Tower
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sheet that they were asked to fill out. They
each had a list of typical hypoxia symptoms
and they were asked how many symptoms
they were feeling as soon as they sat down.
Every one of them, even just in walking to their
seats and sitting down, experienced one
symptom almost immediately. Normally, in an
airplane, you should respond and take action
at the FIRST symptom, but in this safe training
environment, they continued until they felt
three symptoms, or their blood oxygen
concentration dropped down to 60%. Along
the way, a monitor outside was challenging
each pilot to perform various cognitive and
motor tasks, and discuss whether they felt
impaired. When the BOC got down to 60, or
when the monitor told them to, they’d put on
an oxygen mask, which triggers an almost
instantaneous recovery. The range of responses
was huge, in some cases hilarious, and in all
cases very educational. Afterwards, we
debriefed and discussed which symptoms each
pilot sensed, and which ones the rest of us
observed. There is a fairly small set of some
fifteen typical symptoms, but each individual
pretty much sticks to their symptoms as we
age. It’s important to know which symptoms
you exhibit most prominently, and if and when
you sense that symptom in your airplane, you
need to take action immediately before you
can’t take any action at all.
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be very glad you did! They also go around to
the large air shows; they were just at Sun N
Fun earlier this month, and will be at Oshkosh
in July.
By this point, we were good and hungry, so it
was time to visit the commissary, which is
pretty good, I must say. I had a Reuben on
Flatbread and chili-cheese fries, and lost all my
hunger! Unfortunately, no Lipitor chaser was
on offer!
After lunch, we headed over to the ATC
training facility. We got to see how student
controllers are trained to work in both the
tower/approach (or Terminal) facilities, and
the Enroute – or Center – facilities. Incoming
ATC students spend about 45 days in a
“Basics” class, becoming familiar with the
standard procedures (The 7110.65 manual),
and some of the basics of aviation. They learn a
bit
about
weather,
airspace,
aircraft
performance and identification, and more, then
they have to take a test with a minimum score
of 70%. Once they complete this, they get
selected to either go to Terminal training, or
Enroute training. For Terminal training, they
start with a desktop program, which is a
physical table some 15 feet long and 10 feet
wide, which depicts an airport with two
parallel runways and a diagonal crossing
runway. The student controllers are positioned
up in “the cab” with instructors, and more
instructors are in the lower level near the table
and take the roles of pilots talking to the
student controllers. A wide range of scenarios
are presented, and the tools to resolve them are
taught, practiced, and tested.

Next was a vertigo and disorientation trainer,
essentially a flight simulator mounted on a
small, spinning box. It is meant to instill
vertigo or disorientation in the subject, so you
can know what that feels like, and take the
proper actions to avoid or recover from it. One
important lesson: if you need to move your
head to see something, move your eyes first,
then move your head slowly to catch up with
your eyes. In this way, you can reduce the
chances of self-inflicting disorientation.

The other students go to the Enroute training,
which has a series of ERAM consoles just like
what are found in Center facilities across the
country. They all train in the same made-up
ATC sector, since they don’t know where
they’ll be going yet, and are just here to learn
how to use the equipment and the techniques
that are used to resolve issues. While we were
there, a bunch of former military controllers

Both the PROTE and the vertigo boxes travel
the country from time to time, so look for a
program in your area and go participate. You’ll
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were on the consoles, maintaining their
proficiency as they wait for the FAA to hire
them into ATC.
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mount. On the top of the left tire were spots of
aluminum that had been melted onto it.
Clearly, there had been a fire. The wing spar
had been deformed into an S-shape, but not
broken, which further indicates that it had
been bent in the presence of quite a bit of heat.
The tail section exhibited some twisting, which
is fairly typical after the loss of a wing, as the
remaining wing starts the airplane rolling and
places a tremendous force on the tail. In this
case, the probable cause was a loose fuel line
fitting that the pilot (not an A&P) had been
working on the day before the flight. He
replaced the fuel pump (remember, he’s not an
A&P), and simply forgotten to tighten one of
the B-nuts in the fuel system. This allowed
high pressure fuel to be sprayed onto the hot
engine which ignited. He apparently shut
down the engine (the propeller was feathered),
but didn’t, or couldn’t, shut off the fuel to the
engine, and the resultant fire weakened the
wing.

Overall, the pass rate is about 58%. That might
seem kind of low (it sure did to me…), but we
were told the pass rate has held roughly steady
since the program was begun in the 1950s. We
were told that incoming controllers come from
one of three streams: former military, college
ATC programs, and “off the street” hires. The
only prerequisites are a high school diploma
(or equivalent), and three years of work
experience. Interestingly, they said the off the
street hires do pretty well in the program, even
better than the former military folks.
Our last stop of the day was The Boneyard. Its
real name is the National Aircraft Accident
Investigation School, where over 99.9% of the
accident investigators in the country have been
trained. It starts with a Basics class of eight
days, and there are extra add-on specialty
classes for GA, experimental, turbine,
rotorcraft, air carrier investigations, and other
specialties. It can take upwards of five years to
become a fully qualified investigator. In the
back yard are several wrecks of airplanes, and
at the end of the class, the students are paired
up into Go Teams to do the physical
investigation in the field. They are presented
with some wreckage laying there and are
expected to write up their notes on what they
see. At this point, they’re not determining
probable cause, just noting what they see. The
first one we looked at was an Aztec that had
lost a wing, which was found a couple
hundred yards away. The left engine was the
next thing, accompanied by the engine mount,
a portion of wing spar, and the left main
landing gear. The remainder of the wreckage
was 30 feet or so farther along. The first thing
to note was the left engine propeller had been
feathered. Next was that the engine mount
exhibited a lot of rust, more so than any other
steel parts. This is an indication of a fire. There
was also a lot of soot residue on the engine

We were introduced to only a small portion of
what goes on in this campus, but I have to tell
you, I was really impressed. Everybody we
met was fully invested in their job. They all
seemed to love the work they do, which
contributes to aviation safety in so many ways.
SIDEBAR ON USPA
See uspilots.org
The United States Pilots Assn is a loose
affiliation of pilots and pilot groups, based
mostly in the Midwest. With primary focuses
of supporting local pilot groups and socializing
among their members, they sponsor several
group meetings across the Midwest every year.
I have served as the Vice President Of Safety
for the last year, and have written a monthly
column on some aspect of flying safety for
USPA for the last two years.
While supporting many (if not all!) of the same
goals as other groups like AOPA, the focus is
on much smaller, local, personal connections.
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All the officers and “staff” of the USPA are
volunteers; nobody is paid.
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D&D Airport
Cafe (KRAL)

Fly Safe! Fly More! Have Fun!
Mike Jesch

Those of us who live and fly in Southern
California are very fortunate to have several
airports close by and many with excellent
restaurants. Most airport cafes are open for
breakfast and lunch however there are also a
few open for dinner. With summer flying
meaning more sunlight in our day, Riverside
Airport’s D&D Airport Café is a great place to
stop by for dinner. The café is open from 6:00
AM to 7:30 PM daily (except Sunday which it
closes at 4:00 pm). The restaurant at the airport
has had the same owners for over twenty-five
years and and they pride themselves in taking
good care of customers and good food.

ATP, Master CFI
Vice President – Fullerton Airport Pilot Assn
2016, 2018 LGB District FAASTeam Rep of the Year
You can reach Mike Jesch at mcjesch@gmail.com or
714-588-9346

You can look up the menu in YELP but let me
tell you that menu prices are an excellent
value! Servers are courteous and attentive.
And the outside seating works perfect for midfield observation.

ADVERTISING RATES
Business Card Size: $140 annually

There is plenty of transient parking for aircraft
in front of the terminal and it is a short walk to
the café.

Quarter Page Size: $270 annually
CONTACT :TOM MAUSS AT mauss@att.net for more
information.
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Thank You to our Sponsors
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Meeting: Third Tuesday of each month at AFI
(KFUL)
We have had some really interesting
speakers—all the way from musical influences
in the realm of flying, ditching your aircraft in
the Catalina Channel, flying across the USA at
500 feet, traveling to remote locations and
camping, and survival skills when mountain
flying. We encourage all pilots current or
thinking of getting back into aviation, students,
and aviation enthusiasts to attend the
meetings.
We serve hotdogs, bratwursts,
drinks, deserts, and chips before the meeting
beginning at 6PM. Meetings start at 7PM. Join
us!

FAPA Lifetime memberships are available for

$350
This option available when you renew membership on-line

Fullerton airport pilots association
4011 West Commonwealth Avenue
Fullerton CA 92833
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